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A B S T R A C T

Energy policies are increasingly focused on promoting the transition towards a more sustainable energy system. Evidence-based decision-making regarding such policies needs a solid knowledge foundation. We take stock of our existing knowledge regarding the statistics and data that form the basis for research, policy and business decision-making regarding investments in renewable energy (RE). We point to several types of problems and challenges related to achieving a statistical overview of investments in the energy sector, and argue that addressing these problems is not simply a matter of intensifying existing statistical efforts and improving precision because they are caused by fundamental difficulties. We particularly emphasize the role of investors as a linkage between public policy and firm-level activity, discussing the kind of data needed to sufficiently identify investors and their activities and fulfill their particular information needs related to investing in the RE sector. This information is important not only in research and policy contexts, but also for investment behaviour.
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1. Introduction

Current policy discussions on binding targets for carbon-dioxide emissions, UN global warming limits and energy policy in general are based on two types of knowledge: one is the knowledge of current rates of pollution and emissions, which is the purview of environmental scientists. A second type of knowledge regarding current and future energy production and consumption is related to where we are, in which direction we are heading and can go, and at what pace. This is the sphere of economists and statisticians. It is vital that an adequate knowledge foundation for energy policy discussions be in place for pursuing evidence-based policies in the field [1]. As an example, there is debate around subjects such as whether the EU's 2020 Energy Strategy targets can be reached if current investment levels continue, as a funding gap is likely to occur [2–4]. Another debate centres on how to induce the necessary industrial change into the energy sector, as this sector is characterised by large infrastructure investments and technological lock-in [5–8]. Furthermore, continuing government support to investments into fossil fuels (amounting to 115 billion USD in 2014, according to the OECD [4]) creates substantial inertia hindering change [5,6]. Therefore, it is argued, private investors who devote attention and resources to investments into energy investment opportunities may alleviate problems with funding gaps and lock-in [9,7,10]. However, both policy makers and investors need adequate information to pursue policies and investments. We therefore discuss the following research question: What is the status of existing statistics and other data available to policymakers, investors and professionals to inform their decisions concerning whether and how to invest in the renewable-energy (RE) sector. Further, what data and statistics is needed for these types of decision-makers to make well-informed decisions?

It is open to debate whether there already is an adequate amount of information available to investors or policymakers, and whether what is available is easy to interpret and compare. This level of information has impact on the allocation of capital to RE investments [11]. In order to identify global macro-level trends, formulate policy and assess policy impact across countries, comprehensive and comparable statistics are needed on aggregated investments, deployed capacity, energy trade, innovation and other factors. At a micro level, there is a need to understand which firms develop and deploy RE technologies, which investors provide the necessary capital, and why they do so [8]. We consequently focus the discussion...
below on investments in renewable-energy technologies, including the production, distribution and storage of electricity and heat from renewable and sustainable resources.

Our knowledge of the role of finance in transitions of RE systems is relatively sparse [12]. One possible reason for these shortcomings is that both the sub-industries and technologies deployed in RE are deeply heterogeneous, ranging from software-based smart-grid solutions, measurement and management of electricity and heat demand, to new battery solutions for energy storage and large-scale windmill production. It is additionally challenging to identify which firms are part of the RE sector [13], and to what extent their activities are related to RE. In the same vein, adequately mapping the similarly heterogeneous group of investors, including public agencies, venture capitalists, banks, project financiers and large institutional investors, adds to the challenges we face in providing solid statistical evidence useful in decision-making processes.

Moreover, the knowledge foundation for policymaking should be based on good indicators and data [14,15], which is readily available [1]. Yet the current statistical system faces a number of challenges when moving from accounting for past consumption and installed capacity towards measures of technological change, as well as investments.

Such information is important not only in a research context [16], but also for political and practical reasons. Potentially, the quality and volume of statistics may create virtuous or vicious cycles of investment behaviour because investment areas covered only by weak statistical evidence may receive limited attention from investors, which may in turn render fewer incentives for producing better statistics, and vice versa. We particularly emphasise the role of investors as a link between public policy and firm-level activity, and discuss the kind of data needed to sufficiently characterise investors and fulfill their particular information needs related to investing in the RE sector.

We proceed as follows. In the next section, we examine the investor landscape of RE and point out the need for information and statistics of investors. We further discuss financial and non-financial decision-making criteria of RE investors, which are up to now inadequately understood [17]. In Section 3, we discuss how investments in energy are different from other investments and why this results in particular information on RE being of higher importance or scarcity than that of other industries. In Section 4 we provide an overview of the current primary producers of statistics on energy and of the available statistics and indicators. Section 5 focuses on the challenges in measuring energy activities. In subchapters, we discuss the problems of identifying and delimiting firms, industry dynamics and technological change. In Section 6, we summarise the deficiencies we identified during the discussion of measurement challenges in RE and discuss in Section 7 how to address these challenges. We conclude in the final section by discussing the possible implications of a lack of adequate statistics and whether producing comprehensive RE statistics covering the information needs for investments is realistic.

### 2. Investors and investments in renewable energy

Financial markets and their actors, such as institutional investors, banks and venture-capital firms, represent the main link between savings and investments and are pivotal to the smooth functioning of capitalistic economies, propelling economic growth [18], facilitating transition [19–21] and defining technological trajectories [22,23,80]. An investor perspective should therefore be an integral component of any strategy towards a sustainable future [24], and understanding the composition and profiles of investors and the rationales and information needs of investors is crucial to formulating meaningful RE policies [9,17,25].

Most assessments of policy measures, as well as the regional, national and global progress of CO₂ reduction and RE agendas, are illustrated by statistics on installed capacity or electricity and heat generated from RE sources (e.g. [26,27]). However, in line with earlier research in energy policy studies (e.g. [28,29,30,31]), we argue for the need to consider investment data as well. We propose this focus for several reasons. First, investment represents real-time responses of industry actors and investors, enabling us to better predict future technological progress and installed capacity. Second, investments in RE sector are subject to sector-specific particularities, as they are highly interdependent (‘systemic’) [29]. A lack of investments in particular technologies and infrastructure may cause bottlenecks leading to system failure, and a lack of investments in R&D and innovation can cause technological ‘valleys of death’ [28], which may jeopardise further development of promising technologies. Third, the investment patterns in society mediate the transfer of resources from current savings to future production, hence, investment patterns are the primary predictors of possible industrial transformation. In turn, this accentuates that mapping investors and accounting for their rationales and decision-making process becomes crucial.

The risks investors in RE commonly face are (i.) firm or project specific risks, (ii.) market risk, (iii.) technology risk, and (iv.) policy risk. These risks mainly have their origin in imperfect or asymmetric information inherent to the market for RE investments as well as the investors bounded rationality. To mitigate such information deficits and improve applied heuristics, investors in capital markets tend to specialise in certain types of investments, firms or technologies to accumulate relevant experience within these areas [30,31]. In turn, they become able and willing to take certain types of risks. For example, venture capitalists usually prefer to invest in relatively early-stage, risky technologies with high growth potential on markets where sales of products can be up-scaled, and they will often have a 7–8 year time horizon for their investment. Contrary, banks and prudent institutional investors will only invest in mature, ‘safe’ firms and technologies. They therefore require lower rates of returns and can cope with higher investment sums. Consequently, investors have divergent idiosyncratic information needs and reactions to policy measures. An institutional investor might be more concerned about indicators of individual and systemic investment risk, while venture capitalists might be willing to bear technological risks, but is concerned of market indicators that reflect the growth potential of a technology. Diverging capabilities and information needs, technology and risk preferences, as well as manageable investment sizes make RE investors a rather heterogeneous group. This heterogeneity further increases when considering non- or only partly profit-driven providers of capital, such as public agencies, donors, and private individuals or collectives, who act according to different rationales [93]. Consequently, a nuanced and disaggregated reflection of investors and investments in our statistical evidence is a necessary condition to understand, assess, and predict current and future RE investments.

To fulfil this objective we must deal with a couple of challenges. As discussed earlier, the RE sector stretches across various industries and deployed technologies, and this variety makes it challenging to draw its boundaries and to decide which technologies and firms should be considered part of the RE sector. Quantifying investments related to the RE sector obviously poses the same problem of ambiguity, which even amplifies when aiming to identify investors, who commonly invest in multiple industries. While some are exclusively committed to RE, the majority, such as institutional investors, devote only a small share of their portfolio to it. Consequently, the identification of RE investors can rarely be done in a binary way, since most of them invest in firms and projects, which in turn are to some extent connected to the RE sector. These investors also deploy a variety of financial vehicles to
carry out their investments, which usually can only be accessed by combining different sources of data, if possible at all. Factors such as limited mandatory disclosure of certain finance vehicles restrict available information on investments to sporadic studies and reports by national and international energy agencies (e.g. IEA, IPCC, UNEP), associations, NGOs, research institutes promoting the transition to sustainable energy sources (e.g. IIASA) and financial institutions and information providers (e.g. Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Reuters). Such reports on RE usually provide investment data at different levels of aggregation, which can be broken down by technology, asset class, region and time period. They often differ in their definition and measurement of renewable energy, and sustainable, clean or green investments, but they do provide some valuable insights. An example of such statistics is provided in Fig. 1, which depicts the development of global investments in RE by asset class and offers some broad indications on tendencies in energy investments.\(^1\)

Even though on a high level of aggregation, Fig. 1 provides us with insights into some stylized facts and general trends in RE finance. First, public-market finance is of minor importance in RE, which is atypical for capital-intense industries. Instead, the main choice of financial vehicle for energy installations is asset financing, a form of debt financing backed by asset collateral. Furthermore, we see an increasing amount and share of small distributed capacity. Small distributed capacity is to a large extend financed by private individuals and collectives that build up own energy production capacity, for instance a community jointly investing in a collectively owned wind turbine. Such collective actions of citizens increasingly contributes to the realization of RE infrastructure\(^2\) as well as sometimes research projects via various business models and financing concepts\(^3\). In recent years, the rise of online crowdfunding platforms has improved the possibilities of citizens to participate in social ventures\(^4\). This allows individuals to invest in RE projects with small contributions, which can be bundled to achieve large financing goals without relying on a particular local community, and make it until now small but increasingly popular vehicle for financing RE projects\(^5\). Obviously, one can expect the rationales of such private “investors” to broadly diverge from the ones of professional ones, and as a result also their information need and respond to certain policies.\(^6\)

What all the above-mentioned investment types have in common is that they are mostly used to finance energy production installations hence can be seen as a proxy for near-future changes of installed capacity. Early-stage financing sources like venture capital and private and public R&D remain a small fraction of total investments. Such investments may be comparably small in volume, yet are important to consider, since they reflect the sector’s effort to incrementally increase the efficiency of existing RE technologies as well as to develop radically new ones with potentially disruptive impact in the way our energy system operates. It should be noted that the financing instrument does not necessarily reflect a specific type of investor. Even if there is specialisation and division of labour in capital markets, investors may still use multiple financing instruments simultaneously.

3. What makes RE investment unique?

Understanding investments in the energy sector requires understanding its distinctive characteristics\(^7\). Therefore, this section summarises some key features of the energy system that are particularly important for investment decisions as well as implications for measurement and interpretation of these decisions. First, the energy system cuts through many different industries, thereby displaying a huge variety of involved actors with idiosyncratic characteristics and rationales. While some industries such as windmill production have already reached a high degree of maturity and are dominated by multinational enterprises, other industries and technologies such as hydrogen, full cells, smart grid and energy storage solutions are still in experimental phases, dominated by entrepreneurial activity and offering potential for future disruptive innovation. Consequently, methods on how to identify RE firms as well as the assessment of which variables are informative varies across industries.

Another related feature of the energy sector and energy technologies is that they are usually interdependent with other, existing facilitating elements and technologies in the energy sector\(^8\). Consequently, the feasibility of new products and processes depends on their compatibility with other parts of the energy sys-

---

\(^1\) See Geels [20] for a more comprehensive illustration of the available investment statistics produced by the above-mentioned organizations.

\(^2\) It has to be mentioned, that investments in RE via crowdfunding are up to now not, or only very incomprehensively, included in official statistics.

\(^3\) Hall et al., [8] call this part of the energy sector the ‘civic energy sector’ and argue that a corresponding decentralised banking system (as in Germany) is a more expedient financing mechanism for this area of energy production than a centralised, market-based system (as in the UK).
tem as well as its existing energy infrastructure. In many respects, it is more appropriate to talk about energy ‘systems’ rather than just ‘sectors’. The systemic character of energy production poses challenges to investors in assessing the opportunities of new technological developments. In such complex and interdependent systems, the development and evaluation of new components is challenging, since the existing components’ reactions [39,40], and thereby the new components’ feasibility and profitability, is difficult to fully predict in advance. This perspective has implications for measurement, as it accentuates the importance of indicators and statistics on interaction and cooperation between components as well as actors within the system [41].

Historical studies of ‘large technological systems’ – such as the energy sector – have shown that they usually adapt gradually to changing internal and external needs [7,9,42]. In some cases, it has been shown that characteristics inherent to large technological systems tend to create inertia and an associated lack of ability to respond to external pressure to change. This may be due to high capital intensity and sunk costs of investments in infrastructure, centralized industry structure and governance, and a rigid institutional setup. Such characteristics can also be observed in the energy system. First, the infrastructure for energy production and distribution is enormously capital intensive [83], and consequently requires long-term capital commitment [43]. Once put into place, equipment such as power plants and transmission lines are replaced only every couple of decades [9]. High sunk costs and long amortisation periods slow down technology adaptation, and thus current energy infrastructures are still mostly organised around fossil-fuel technologies (gas, oil and coal) and the particular needs of a carbon-based energy system, such as centralised energy generation and stable system load. Modern low-carbon technologies often diverge from this paradigm, making them difficult to integrate [7]. Second, the major share of this infrastructure is controlled by large, established energy companies, state-owned, private, or semi-ownership. Energy incumbents with vested interests in preserving the status quo and securing the returns on their existing investments may exercise their influence on the industry and on policy [44]; [45], forthcoming) in a form of ‘incumbent capitalism’ [46], which leads to a lock-in of the energy system in its current state [5,6]. It should, though, be noted that existing incumbents within conventional energy production simultaneously invest in renewable energy projects. Examples from Scandinavian countries include Vattenfall, Statoil, DONG (Danish Oil and Natural Gas).

Regulation is a further characteristic of the energy sector. There is a heavy involvement – often even dominance and ownership – of public or semi-public organisations. For many reasons, both political and economic, energy systems are important policy targets and are subject to intense public regulation. Even in cases when their quantitative importance is limited the public investments nevertheless provides direction for technological development at both national and regional level [47]. Both direct public investments and subsidies are important parts of the total regulation of the energy sector. Consequently, investment opportunities and their returns are heavily dependent on state regulations at different levels, and private investments are subject to high policy risks [48]. Therefore, measures of public investment in and public procurement of energy could also be meaningfully quantified and accessible in a structured way.

From the findings of this section, it is clear that it is complex to paint a holistic picture of the dynamics of the industry as the relevant measurements encompass a wide range of factors beyond the pure energy production. This includes for example interactions between key actors in the system, carbon lock-in, identification of the firms in the industry, and the dual use of RE technologies and conventional technologies in the same product, equipment or process. A number of other problems increase the blurring of industry boundaries, such as whether energy storage, transmission and efficiency measures should be considered part of the industry statistics.

4. Our knowledge foundation today: existing energy statistics

After a period of declining quality and coverage of energy statistics resulting from the liberalisation of energy markets, budget cuts and lack of expertise [49], a recent increased interest in energy has led to rapid improvement in the empirical evidence on energy investments. Energy statistics now cover a wide range of technological fields and countries. The increased interest in measurements of energy production, consumption, and impact has been spurred by the binding targets for RE to which many countries adhere and ongoing discussions on the extent to which they should commit to such targets. Moreover, RE now makes up a substantial share of total energy production. This share is rising globally, and is much higher in some countries than in others. In this section, we identify selected important sources of information on energy consumption, energy innovation and energy production as an illustration of available energy statistics.

Energy statistics have been developed in many countries to map the development of the energy systems, especially with regard to energy consumption and energy production; energy innovation is less well covered. Harmonisation and measurement are further guided by the ‘Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC’ [50]. In addition to national accounts, the majority of EU-28 countries also provide less aggregated data on energy produced by sources, such as RE [50].

International comparisons of such data are important for many reasons; for example, they are needed in the negotiations on climate emissions, global warming and targets for RE production and consumption. There are international organisations that collect and compare national statistics. The Eurostat data on energy R&D is valuable, but operates at a high level of aggregation, rendering analyses of renewable energy somewhat inadequate [51]. The primary statistics in the field are collected in a joint, harmonised effort by OECD/IEA’s/Eurostat and by UNEP. The World Energy Outlook, from the International Energy Agency (IEA), is another example of statistics that cover part of the field, though they include only information from the 28 member (OECD) countries. In Europe, 19 of 28 EU member states are covered in the IEA statistics; however, the coverage of the data is better than that as e.g. around 95% of investments are covered when measured in volume [51]. A third important source is the World Energy Council. They compile statistics, collect data and undertake research on global resources and technologies to support the decision-making process in policymaking and industry strategy. Since 1933 the World Energy Council has in particular produced the report World Energy Resources, which triennially survey global reserves, production and energy mix divided into 12 types of resources in the 90 member countries.

While RE production and consumption technically is possible (though difficult) to measure, the measurement of environmental impact and the application of technologies to improve energy effi-

4 IEA, International Energy Agency, was established in 1974 as an autonomous entity within the OECD. It was established in the wake of the first oil crisis, and improving oil supply systems was among its primary objectives. However, its activities now span a wide range of analyses and data on energy and include renewable energy sources.

5 The resulting statistical bias is illustrated by the fact that public spending on energy R&D in Brazil, Russia, China, India, Mexico and South Africa totalled 13.6 billion USD in 2009, which corresponds to the amount of all the IEA members combined [64].
ciency pose special challenges and is poorly developed [52]. We do not embark on the issue of energy efficiency in this article but point to that it is part of a holistic picture of the energy system. The above-mentioned decentralised production of energy in private households and the fact that a large proportion particularly of RE is not traded on a market further complicate the production of adequate statistics on energy production and usage.

For empirical evidence on sub-industries, a number of more specialised organisations compile statistics focused on specific sources of RE. For example, the Global Wind Energy Council is the international trade association for the wind-power industry and publishes statistics on global trends on topics such as installed capacity. Another example is the European Photovoltaic Industry Association, which likewise handles specialised studies, market outlooks and statistics (e.g. [53]). As an umbrella organisation for these sub-industry organisations, the European Renewable Energy Council (EREC) represents the entire renewable-energy sector and compiles statistical information based upon national statistics and Eurostat. To analyse disaggregated patterns of energy usage across countries and industries, the World Input-Output Database (WIPO [54], cf. [55,56]) can be used. Although it does not differentiate between sources of energy (RE vs. fossil) it provides data on the inter-industry input-output relationships (including energy input) of 40 major economies dating back to 1995, and thus can be utilised to capture the effects of technological changes and/or policy measures on energy usage and how these effects may differ across industries and countries.

A growing interest in more environmentally sustainable energy production has led to attempts to develop indicators and measurement of sustainable production. Studies on this include Kemp and Pearson [57], Andersen [58], OECD [59], and the Eco Innovation Observatory [60]. To take one of these examples, the OECD lists indicators for monitoring green growth, including, amongst others, GDP per unit of energy-related CO₂ emitted, share of RE in electricity production, RE in per cent of energy-related R&D and carbon market financing [59]. In total, they list 23 such groups of indicators, many of which have more than one sub-category of indicators. These may, in turn, be used in statistics, providing the capability to list exports and imports of RE, employment in energy-technology sectors and development of public Research, Development & Demonstration budgets [41]. Indicators are well developed in some areas, but often suffer from fundamental definitional problems when it comes to transferring indicators to statistics, as we shall discuss later.

As noted above, it is not the purpose of this article to detail specific numbers in the RE area. Rather, we identify what is available and what is missing, and we illustrate in Fig. 2 two selected trends regarding the European development in the electricity part of RE. First, except for a small dip in 2011, there has been a steady increase in both the production of electricity from renewable sources and the share of electricity consumption from RE sources. Second, there are vast differences in the contributions of different sources of electricity. Among sub-sources, wind energy has shown the highest growth.

Just as there is heterogeneity among energy sources, there are vast differences among countries in several respects, although this point is not illustrated in Fig. 2. They differ in the share of RE in total energy production and consumption, in the targets the countries have for RE, and in the initiatives they pursue [10,61]. Further, their policies differ, as e.g. subsidies are relatively more important in particular countries [61]. Countries also differ considerably in the relative mix of sources of RE, which is often reflected in their natural endowments. Thus, the vast majority of RE in Norway, Austria and Sweden comes from hydropower, while Denmark, Ireland and Spain has a relatively large proportion of their RE sources from wind energy. Portugal has a relatively large solar energy production and in Italy thermal heating is more common than elsewhere in Europe (due to the volcanic activity in the country). There are also differences among these countries in which RE industries and technologies dominate. For example, even if other countries may also be strong in these technology areas, Denmark is known to be strong in wind energy technologies, Scotland in wave technologies, Germany in photovoltaics and so on. The heterogeneity of energy sources and the strongholds of certain countries in different forms of energy production not only results in different interests in energy statistics and energy innovation, but also has implications for how investors

---

5 It is possible to partially measure energy efficiency if we measure at a high level of aggregation. The change in energy consumption compared to GDP change is a rough indicator of energy efficiency and is used as such in statistics compiled by IEA, Eurostat and the OECD. Although these statistics now follow specific guidelines (The Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC), there are technologies that the statistical system is not yet geared to capture.

6 Adding to this international heterogeneity it has been argued that also within nations there are regional differences in the development of RE technologies and production [61,100].
specialise and what types of investments are needed in the specific technologies, as discussed above. Moreover, although we do have both sub-industry and overall RE industry statistics, there are still challenges associated with identifying RE firms and measuring industry dynamics, a problem area on which we elaborate in the next section.

5. Measurement challenges in the renewable-energy system

A first prerequisite for adequate measurement and statistics is that the boundaries of the industry are clear. A second prerequisite is an understanding of the dynamics of the industry. In the following section we discuss how well policy making, statistical offices, investors and research fare in these two problem areas.

5.1. Identifying RE firms

Traditionally the boundaries of industries are defined by their industry classifications, such as NACE and SIC, which are based on the activities of firms. It should, in principle, be possible to identify the population of firms within an industry using their industry classification. However, a number of problems for the accurate identification of industries remain. Some of these problems stem from the imprecision of classifications, while others stem from more generic problems in assigning firms to specific industries [13,62,63]. One of the most severe problems relates to the cross-disciplinary and cross-industrial character of firms’ activities. Such measurement problems are multiplied when considering narrow segments of industries such as RE. Many firms outside the energy industry perform activities within RE, but are classified in their main industry. Likewise, within the energy sector firms in conventional energies (oil, gas etc.) are also active in RE. The option of reporting several industry codes to account for multiple types of activities does not alleviate these problems in practice, and, generally, it is not mandatory for firms to report disaggregated levels of activities. As a consequence, register-based industry definitions of RE are highly uncertain, leaving us with problems in the production of reporting-based statistics and surveys. Shapira et al. [13] describe flaws in existing methods for identifying ‘green’ firms and suggest identifying the population of ‘green’ firms by way of a search-based method wherein textual searches of business databases produce information on firms that have ‘green’ products, independent of their SIC classification. However, the majority of the fundamental problems remain.

5.2. Measuring industry dynamics and technological change

In addition to collecting data on deployed capacity and investments, it is also important to measure industry dynamics in terms one measure of this being the innovation activities in the industry [16]. Some RE sub-industries are clearly more innovation driven than others. Mature sub-industries like wind and photovoltaics have relative low innovation intensities and are more exploitation dominated than exploration dominated. Observers point out that accelerated rates of technological innovation [38,64] in multiple sectors [65] are needed to cope with environmental challenges.

This highlights the need for more developed energy-innovation statistics than what is available today. National accounts measure factors like production volumes, energy sources and energy prices. These accounts are important, but are largely inadequate for energy innovation. Hence, we are currently in a position where the statistics on investments in innovation and the output of innovation processes in the industry are based on inadequate indicators, especially when it comes to investments beyond the Research, Development & Demonstration (RD&D) phase.

Compared to the ambitions and targets for RE in some countries the overall growth in energy production from renewable sources has been relatively slow despite rapid growth in some RE sub-sectors (cf. Fig. 2), and the share of RE production remains at a low level despite increased investments, due to continued investment in non-renewable installations. These installations are typically large and capital-intensive, and they have long operating life [4,20]. This potentially creates a lock-in of the existing structures wherein transition to a new system is difficult, causing some observers to term renewable-energy technologies ‘niche-innovations’ [66]. A lot of RE production is more in an exploitation phase than in exploration, and innovation in these sub-industries play a relative small role. However, the importance of continuous upgrading, diffusion of technologies, and incremental innovation in these sub-sectors together with the innovation activities in rapidly changing sub-sectors accentuates the relevance of innovation for the total RE sector. Three types of indicators are usually used in connection with industry dynamics: (i) R&D expenditures, (ii) patents and (iii) innovations.

One of the classical proxies for industry dynamics and innovation is firm level R&D expenditure. Generally, R&D expenditure measures an important source of input to the innovation process, albeit its relevance varies across industries, and it has been argued that only focussing on this indicator introduces a bias towards a narrow set of high tech industries [67]. Moreover, even if we were able to correctly identify RE related firms, in most cases only a part of firm level R&D activity will be dedicated to RE. This has led Wiesenthal et al. [51] to suggest a bottom-up approach to measuring R&D investment in low-carbon energy technologies, whereby additional information and estimations are included to produce a more reliable estimate of R&D expenditures and investments.

An also often-used source for measuring industry dynamics and innovation activities in general is the patent statistics (e.g. [68,98]). More specifically, in the RE area, organisations such as the OECD have compiled information on ‘green’ innovations in special studies (e.g. [69,70]) that compare data on such things as patents in ‘green’ technologies for member countries, as well as other measurement issues (see also [71]). Likewise, several other organisations now perform more systematic registration of ‘green’ patents, as illustrated by the fact that the EPO now has a patent tag covering technologies for mitigating climate change. Patents are relevant from an investment perspective because they have become an important parameter in both the decision to invest and in the subsequent ability to exit from the investment. However, they do not capture all innovation inputs and outputs, both because inputs to innovation processes span a wide range of factors beyond R&D and because only a minority of innovations are protected by patents.

Another source of information is survey-based methods aiming to measure innovation activities, output, and performance more directly. For example, in their national innovation surveys (Community Innovation Surveys, CIS), a number of countries implemented questions on environmental issues more broadly, some of which provide information on energy innovation, as well. Survey-based approaches to identifying green firms and uncovering industry dynamics in terms of innovation activities suffer from disadvantages as well, such as their general weaknesses in response rates and establishing the relevant initial sample. The empirical evidence on innovation produced from survey-based approaches also suffers from comparability problems, lacks harmonised definitions of energy innovation and fails to make a clear delineation of the energy sector [13]. Moreover, although standard questionnaires have questions on financing of investments these questions apply to all investments, not specifically RE investments.

Data on public- and private-sector energy-innovation activities is important for technology forecasting, as a basis for public authorities to decide how to allocate research grants, for investors
to spot promising investment targets and for firms to allocate innovation budgets. Although the R&D statistics and patent statistics do indicate aspects of energy–industry dynamics, the measurement of industry and technology evolution poses additional challenges. We conclude that innovation statistics and other measures of industry dynamics are relatively new and not yet fine-grained enough to make them suitable for comprehensive studies of RE innovation and for establishing an adequate knowledge base for energy investments.

6. Renewable energy investment data – available sources and deficiencies

Information for policymaking targeting RE, research and investment is available from different sources. In addition to the previously mentioned reports by the IEA, UNEP, EUROSTAT, Bloomberg and others, investor organisations such as the European Venture Capital Association (EVCA) provide an overview of RE investments at different levels of aggregation. While the challenge of developing an adequate methodology to identify firms’ activities and technologies deployed in the RE realm remains, there are indeed some sources of exhaustive micro-level data on investments and some means of identifying investors although they still suffer from deficiencies. Since data on equity deals is of high value for professional investors who are willing to pay for it, there exists a large variety of commercial databases for different forms of equity investments, such as venture capital, private equity, mergers and acquisitions and foreign direct investments. Popular examples are Thompson & Reuters ‘VentureONE’, Bureau van Dijk’s ‘ZEPHIR’ and S&P’s ‘CapitalIQ’ investment databases. They contain longitudinal data on investment targets, investors and investment characteristics. In addition to common industry classifications such as SIC/NACE codes, they often contain their own sector or industry classifications, including classes such as ‘RE’, ‘energy transmission’ and the like, which can be used to get some of the way towards identify RE firms and investments, although they still suffer from the above-mentioned problems of precise classification procedures. Alternatively, free, open-access finance and business databases such as ‘Crunchbase’ have significantly improved in accuracy and coverage over the last few years. However, because of the structure of most private equity, these databases only contain information on the direct shareholder (general partner) and not the initial provider of capital (limited partner). Recently, however, some newer databases have started to collect information on the limited partners as well. These include the ‘PreQuin’ investor intelligence and the DowJones ‘LP Source’ database.

While there exists several types and sources of information on equity investments, limited disclosure regulations make data on debt financing very hard to obtain. One of the few databases is Thomson Reuters ‘DealScanner’, which provides information on the global syndicated bank-loan market; unfortunately, this database, though important, covers only a small fraction of overall debt financing. Since the major share of investments in RE actually takes place in the form of (debt-based) project financing, such data are highly needed. One exception, which provides detailed information on energy projects, installations, power plants and their investors, is the commercial ‘Power’ database provided by GlobalData. With respect to financial citizen participation, community funded RE projects, and crowdfunding, the local nature of this data makes measurement of a ‘bigger picture’ challenging. Existing data is primarily limited to isolated information on particular local initiatives, or data extracts from particular online platforms.8

With respect to data on policy measures, researchers have utilized information archives on country specific energy policy actions provided by the ‘Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century’ (REN21) [e.g. 10], the International Energy Agency (IEA) [e.g. 68] or constructed own measurements (e.g. on the effectiveness of feed-in-tariffs in the EU: 72). Such data is useful for research on policy impact evaluation, but could also provide a valuable source of information for professional investors, since policy risk and opportunities are among the main determinants of their investment decisions [24,73]. Yet, such data is usually limited to developed countries.

In summary, the heterogeneity of investors and investment targets calls for micro-level data able to clearly identify them. Overly aggregated statistics are likely to ‘average out’ possible problems and opportunities alike. Even though there is micro-level information on most types of RE investments, it usually has to be obtained from a variety of disconnected and mostly commercial data sources, and is available only for certain types of investments. The previously discussed problems with reliably identifying RE investments with respect to firm, industry and technology characteristics remain largely unsolved.

7. Some ways forward

After discussing the characteristics of the energy sector, including its particular information, we took stock of existing sources of data, and pointed towards what is still missing. We propose in this section some suggestions on how to possibly overcome the current shortcomings in terms of quality and availability of data. Here we see at least four fruitful ways forward to facilitate research as well as fact-based decision making in business and policy.

First, new, specialized surveys, or modified versions of existing surveys, could be used to deepen our understanding of up to now opaque firm and investor activities related to RE. An example of such surveys represents the ‘community innovation survey’ (CIS) for the EU countries as explained in Section 6. Again, in the case of RE innovation, the blurred boundaries of the sector and the varying share of RE activities within firms prevent a utilization of such data for obtaining full insights on RE activities. But extending such surveys by suitable identification mechanisms indicating if and to which extent a firm is engaged in research on or production of RE technologies has the potential to deepen our understanding of RE dynamics.

Second, and related, surveys of firms active in energy need to be complemented with similar surveys targeting investors. Such surveys could provide valuable insights on investment activities with non-mandatory disclosure, as well as their investment criteria with respect to RE technologies. Moreover, the synergies and co-investment patterns among investors are important information to avoid funding gaps. For instance, Burer and Wüstenhagen [85] survey venture capitalists on their preferences with respect to governmental RE measures to stimulate RE investments, revealing their favor for risk reducing support mechanism such as the introduction of feed-in tariffs. Including an investor perspective generally increases our awareness for their information needs, and informs data-gathering initiatives on which information facilitates investment-decision making. Third, novel data gathering techniques such as web-mining, as well as ways to make sense out of it such as natural language processing have the potential to increase the reach of countries and depth of variables covered in energy, innovation, and investment data. Such techniques just currently start to get recognized as potential valid proxy for specific variables obtained from more classical methods such as surveys [74]. To provide some examples, Jurowetzki and Hain [75] presents a method to combine web scraping of relevant Twitter posts and their links.

8 See Vasileiadou et al. [35] for one of the few studies on RE crowdfunding, analyzing investment activity in the Netherlands.
with natural language processing and network analysis to map the development of emerging technologies. Curci, V. & Ospina [76] use natural language processing techniques parents in biofuel to identify new technological trends in energy production, and Marra et al. [77] conduct a network analysis of metadata on company keywords from Crunchbase to identify metropolitan specialization pattern in RE technologies. Such methods are also useful to gather data on investments in developing economies [78]; which are often lacking exhaustive information from statistical bureaus and are outside the scope of most data gathering initiatives.

Finally, data-gathering initiatives could be done in the form of cross-national cooperation, enabling us to move beyond isolated findings limited to a particular country context. Further, as outlined above, there is also a need for cross-national cooperation in order to harmonize existing national statistics related to the production, use, distribution and storage of energy, including a breakdown of energy sources. As argued in this article, such statistics would optimally also include domestic and foreign investments in energy research, capacity and infrastructure, broken down by type of finance. A more ambitious but promising venture would be the establishment of an open database, harmonizing and pooling up to now produced research data, as called for within the community of environmental scientists [79], and the broader call for more interdisciplinary efforts within energy research [1]. Such initiatives could provide a central source of information for researchers, investors, and policy makers alike, making a step forward to bridge disciplinary and institutional silos and utilize the combined findings of energy related research and information gathering (ibid.).

8. Conclusion

In most high-income as well as many developing countries, it has high priority to spur a transition from our current fossil-fuel-dependent energy system towards a sustainable one based primarily on renewable resources. Evidence-based decision-making moving towards this transition needs a solid knowledge foundation at various levels of aggregation. The research on the role of financial institutions in changing energy systems is relatively scarce [8,12]. Policy is instrumental in such transitions, a fact underscored in several papers (e.g. [2,3,21,47,80]). Advancing towards establishing green, sustainable production is, however, dependent not only on political will, but also on whether empirical evidence in the area is commonly agreed upon and based upon data of a high standard. We particularly emphasise the role of investors as a link between public policy and firm-level activity, and we discuss the kind of data needed to sufficiently characterise them and fulfil their particular information needs for investing in the RE sector. Policies for unleashing the potential of green investments were not our primary area of focus, but the empirical evidence and available statistics are nevertheless important to policymaking, given that they provide the knowledge foundation for societal transition [1]. In this sense also, the data we produce and the statistical system we install are subject to value premises and choices based on societal interests [15]. Definitions and statistics do, in fact, also impact the allocation of investments [11]. In this article, we focused on a particular aspect of this discussion as we highlighted the current state of the field and remaining challenges in our measurement of RE and RE investments.

It was found that despite recent improvements, we are still not in a position to fully understand RE investments using existing statistical sources. Several areas of empirical evidence need improvement. We point to several types of flaws and challenges related to getting a statistical overview of investments in the energy sector, and argue they are not just a matter of intensifying existing statistical efforts and improving precision, but are caused by more fundamental difficulties.

Among the deficiencies in the currently available empirical evidence on RE, we first pointed out that the lack of historical, publicly available data addressing RE investment risks is one of the greatest challenges in engaging unaltered capital. For example, there is an immediate need for publicly available performance data for investments in RE technologies both within and outside of equipment warranty periods. Additionally, historical data on default rates of RE firms are critical to assessing creditor risks.

A second general requirement for statistics is that we need to recognise and map the interdependent character of the energy system, which calls for indicators oriented towards throughput and interactions among agents in the system. We are not even sure how to delineate the energy sector, as its activities span across traditional industrial classifications, which in turn makes it difficult to produce adequate statistics [13]. For measurement purposes, it has been suggested that indicators of energy systems should consider what could be termed a carbon lock-in. This could be done by, for example, including the R&D budget for fossil fuels (e.g. [38]) or infrastructure ownership and energy cooperatives’ governance structures as indicators of this lock-in. Because the development and integration of new energy technologies typically takes decades, measuring should not only focus on the current state of affairs but also include forward-looking measures that reduce the high uncertainty related to the outcomes of both present actions and technological developments [14,15].

A third and in this article most important area in which more empirical data are needed is generally investment statistics but in particular we pointed to the need to map investors in RE and which types of investments they make. A segment of much-needed information was highlighted in Section 2, ranging from the identification of investors to micro-level information on the investments. Fourth, the majority of statistics on energy production and consumption cover energy that has already been produced and consumed. Because of the intense discussions on climate change and other environmental challenges and problems, a number of scenarios for the future have been established as well. Electricity is generally characterised by limited storage possibilities; additionally, some of the renewable sources of electricity production such as wind and solar are fluctuating more than conventional sources. Therefore, statistics of such RE rarely reflect an accurate stock or potential future production. The installed capacity will, of course, reflect future production; nevertheless, more forward-looking indicators and statistics are needed. We think that new indicators should also give us a picture of how technologies are likely to evolve. Even though we are sceptical about reliance on technologies to ‘save the planet’, we do believe that predictions about technological evolution are important for the provision of statistics on energy. In turn, such statistics are important as a platform for informed decision-making, both for investors and policymakers. We recognize a slowly increasing effort of the research community to provide guidance for RE investors, yet conclude that there is still much work to be done.

It is unlikely that the statistical profession will ever be able to cover all parts even of our non-exhaustive wish-list above. However, although it is an ambitious requirement for future standards of data to solve all of these problems, steps towards a better statistical understanding of the (financial) dynamics of the industry require that some of these issues be addressed. We would also argue that because the energy system is undergoing changes, and because it is subject to heavy political discussions and influence, the statisti-
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9 E.g. Lee & Zhong [73], who develop a three stage top-down strategy for RE investment evaluation, including the analysis of global markets, industries and sectors, and investment vehicles.
cal system itself needs to be dynamic and capable of adapting to the needs of users. This is done by keeping information collected in tune with what is needed from policy, investors, research. A balance need to be maintained here: long time-series are needed in order to benchmark over time, on the other hand statistics should be relevant, updated, and reflecting current needs. This is a classical consideration in statistics production.
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